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March 20th 2020: Overcoming Life Challenges
with Love

We either live in love or fear according to the
Course in Miracles. Love is not something we
have to attain, chase after, or try to conjure up. It's
what we are at our core. We just have to remove
everything that is not in alignment with our True
Nature/Love. We are here to learn to love, not just
to be loved as the ego desires. You have to
become an expression of Love. Changing our
default from the ego to love is what the spiritual
path is all about. Each moment, we have to be
very observant and diligent about what we give
our attention and awareness.The practice of
giving love changes your l
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Featured Guest
Anita C. Stewart
Anita Stewart, RN. has been gifted to work in healing her whole life.
Earnest tending to those injured was first experienced through her
compassionate, gentle caring of animals as a child. She went on to earn
her nursing degree, with high level hospital nursing as her career for 40
years. Her own debilitating injury initiated a series of events that naturally
led her to expand her abilities to help others physically, emotionally and
spiritually, not through her own knowledge and power, but through
surrender to a power greater than her own. Energy healing, at times and
for some, is unexplainable in words but seen in the transformed lives of
those through whom Anita provides specialized care.
Read more
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